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Abstract
The throughput performance of Massive MIMO is limited due to pilot
contamination. In the conventional research, we considered maximum network
capacity when the number of user and total pilots fixed. However, we want to
calculate theoretically maximum network capacity when the number of user and
total pilot symbols change continuously. Then total network capacity changes
according to total pilot symbols and pilot assignment. So this paper proposes to
calculate the maximum network capacity considering total pilot symbols and pilot
assignment to minimize the pilot contamination.
Keywords: OFDM, Massive MIMO, Pilot Symbols, Pilot Assignment, Pilot
Contamination

1 Introduction
Massive MIMO technique was proposed employing (theoretically) unlimited
number of antennas at each base station in [1].
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In LTE-A, the base station has the eight antenna. But a new Massive MIMO
antenna uses the infinite. For Massive MIMO environments, AWGN and intra-cell
interference is not all, only a portion of inter-cell interference remains. Because
interference is small, the capacity of cell is very large.
Though Massive MIMO has such a special feature, it has inter-cell interference
because base station cannot get the perfect channel information. We have to use
limited pilots; other cells will reuse necessarily the same pilot. We call this
phenomenon the problem of pilot contamination. This is the fundamental
limitation of the Massive MIMO environment. [2][3][4]
This paper proposes to solve the problem of pilot contamination. Traditional paper
calculates theoretically the capacity of network when the number of user and
pilots are fixed in the massive MIMO environments.
However the number of user is changing sustainably and we need the different
total pilots according to the number of user.
At this point, the total number of pilots and pilot allocation for each user in a cell
will affect the capacity of the entire network.
This paper proposes the method decreasing pilot contamination when the number
of user and total pilots change. In other words, we propose to calculate the
maximum network capacity through total pilot symbols and pilot assignment in
the Massive MIMO.

2 Proposed Scheme
In the traditional paper, we suppose the
(The maximum pilots in a cell)
and (The total user numbers in the j-th cell) are the same and constant.
However generally
is changed continuously. If
is increasing, we include
many users in the cell but data rate per user is decreasing. Meanwhile if
is
decreasing, we include a little of users in the cell but data rate per user is
increasing. For maximizing the total network capacity, we need that
must be
selected according to . Pilots will be assigned to user in the random or for
maximizing the total network capacity.
k-th user’s capacity:

(1)
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(2)

where

: Used pilot set in the j-th cell,
: Assigned pilot for the k-th user

A. The Optimal Case
Firstly, we propose the optimal method for the total pilots and the pilot
assignment. The total network capacity:

(3)

+

The optimal total pilots and pilot set according to user:
(4)
The pilot set allocated for each cell:
(5)
(6)
(7)
According to equation (4), when we change τ,

and

for , we can find

and
with the exhaustive search method.
For each τ = {1, … , J-1}, the computational complexity is,

(8)
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We need the computation for each case. Also, because we compute
for
each
case,
we
must
totally
compute
.
B. The Suboptimal Case I
We propose that the suboptimal method reduces the computational complexity
because the optimal method has the problem of computational complexity. The
other cell uses the value which is assigned and the current cell computes the new
value. Because the pilot of the other cell fixed, the second and the third term of
equation (3) disappear. Therefore we assign the total pilot symbol and the pilot of
the maximum capacity in the j-th cell. However, if the total pilot symbols are
differ from the previous pilot symbols, we recalculate the optimal method for the
entire cell.
j-th cell capacity:

(9)
Optimal pilot symbols and pilot set:
(10)
Pilot set which is allocated in the j-th cell:
(11)
According to equation (10), we can find
method to change τ,

and

for

with exhaustive search

.

For each τ = {1, … , J-1}, the computational complexity is,

(12)
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Because we need computation for each case, this case is L times lower than
the optimal case. Also because we calculate
for the each case, we
calculate

totally.

C. The Suboptimal Case II
We propose that the suboptimal method II reduces lower than suboptimal
method I for the computational complexity. We allocate the pilot at random, and
find only the optimal total pilot symbols.
Total network capacity:

(13)

Optimal pilot symbols and pilot set:

(14)
According to equation (13), we can find
search method to change τ.

with exhaustive

Because we need computation for τ = {1, … , J-1}, this case need J-1 times.
Also because we calculate
for the each case, we calculate
totally.

3 Numerical Results
In the traditional paper, we suppose the
(The maximum pilots in a cell)
and (The total user numbers in the j-th cell) are the same and constant.
However generally
is changed continuously. If
is increasing, we include
many users in the cell but data rate per user is decreasing. Meanwhile if
is
decreasing, we include a little of users in the cell but data rate per user is
increasing.
We simulates in the experimental environment such as <table 1>.
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<Table 1> Experimental parameters
Parameters
J

value
7
3
1,2,3
3,6,9
10,000

No. of available pilots
No. of iterations

According to figure 1, we can see the capacity increasing effect comparing to
traditional thesis.
For the optimal case, we can see the improvement of 133~217%. For the
suboptimal case I, we can see the improvement of 125~213%. For the suboptimal
case II, we can see the improvement of 123~190%.
If we check the impact for the total pilot symbols, there is the tradeoff relation
between the interference and bandwidth per user. For the example, if the total
pilot symbols are greater, the total users are greater and bandwidth per user is
smaller.
3
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Figure 1. Capacity Gain for number of users Figure 2. Total pilot symbols for
number of users
According to figure 2, the optimal pilot symbols for number of user can be
changed for selecting pilot in .
For the conventional case, we need the fixed pilots. The other hands, the
optimal, the suboptimal case I and the suboptimal case II need fewer pilots than
the conventional case.
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4 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose to allocate optimally pilot for the total pilot symbols
and pilot assignment. We can see the improvement of the total capacity.
Though the infinite antennas are impossible, it values we calculate theoretically
the maximum capacity in the massive MIMO when user is changed.
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